**HC03AA**

A slim profile, lightweight durability and versatile lighting modes make the HC03AA an ideal choice for the outdoor enthusiast. A high intensity white LED provides 130 lumens in spot mode. Two levels of red light preserve night vision. A flood setting provides diffuse area light. Convenience features include a heavy duty clip and a locking battery compartment. The light stands up to harsh weather; and molded in cooling fins provide thermal management for the LEDs, allowing enhanced brightness and longer runs. The light’s many features confirm that it is Engineered for the Extreme™.

**DURABLE**

- Meets IEC 60529 IPX4 standards
- Survives a 3-meter drop

**WEATHERPROOF**

- Magnesium body is lightweight with exceptional strength
- Cooling fins provide heat management for the LEDs

**VERSATILE**

- 3 modes of white light - spot for penetrating, long-distance beam (160 m), flood for area light, combo for both spot and flood lighting
- 2 levels of red light (high and low) for preserving night vision

**Performance:**

- **Lithium (AA):**
  - Continuous Drain to End of Useable Light (21 C)
  - Run Time: 6h - Li, 12h - Alkaline
- **Alkaline (AA):**
  - Run Time: 6h - Li, 12h - Alkaline

**Important Notice**

This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication. Contents herein do not constitute a warranty.
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**Before Using Your Flashlight:**

Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.